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ABSTRACT

Context. In order to generate multiple lower resolution levels for a detailed 3D model, progressive
mesh (PM) representation methods are introduced. A PM representation contains a series of multi-
resolution meshes. It is generated by applying a series of simplification transformations to an original
mesh. Different simplification transformations and generation methods will achieve different mesh
storage efficiency and generation time efficiency.
Objectives. In this research we propose a new PM representation generation method called HER3,
which uses the √3 subdivision as the simplification transformation and takes advantage of the half-
edge data structure during the PM generation process, to improve the storage efficiency and the PM
generation time efficiency.
Methods. The PM representation generation method has three steps: split, predict and update. In the
HER3 method, the half-edge data structure map is constructed before the three steps. The map is
queried when specific vertices are needed during the PM generation steps. The proposed method uses
the √3 subdivision scheme as the simplification scheme in the predict step. After that, an experiment is
designed and conducted to evaluate the proposed method by comparing the method with other existing
methods.
Results. The experiment shows that the proposed method has a better PM storage efficiency and
generation time efficiency result on the three testing models compared to the other PM representation
methods included in the experiment.
Conclusions. In this research, we propose a new PM representation method. According to the
designed experiment result, the √3 subdivision scheme can reduce the number of saved odd vertices
and adjacent vertex indices. Thus, the proposed method improves PM storage efficiency. On the other
hand, by using the half-edge data structure, more efficient map query takes place of the traditional
vertex and face list representation. Therefore, the proposed method can improve PM generation
efficiency.

Keywords: Mesh geometry models, Shape representations, Data
compression.
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ACRONYMS

Acronym Description

PM Progressive mesh

3D Three-dimensional

LOD Levels of details

SPIHT Set Partitioning In Hierarchical Trees

MMSE Linear Minimum Mean Square Error

RML Reverse Modified Loop

PLY Polygon File Format
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1 INTRODUCTION

Progressive mesh (PM) representation can perfectly meet the requirements of

generating multi-resolutions for a detailed 3D model. This research proposes a new

PM representation method to improve the PM representation storage efficiency and

reduce PM generation time. In existing PM representation methods, more than 4

adjacent vertices will be stored for one vertex in the PM representation. Furthermore,

the methods always use the inefficient vertex and face list representation during the

generation process. In our proposed method, only three vertices are stored by using

the √3 subdivision scheme and the efficient half-edge data structure replaces the

vertex and face list representation. To evaluate the proposed method, a designed

experiment is conducted by using three common testing 3D models. The result

illustrates the improvements by comparing to other previous methods.

1.1 Background

Three dimensional (3D) models are now widely used in computer graphics field

such as computer-aided design, 3D video games and mobile applications. These

models are rendered by their mesh representation which is a collection of their

vertices, edges and faces. An original 3D mesh often contains several millions or

billions of faces and vertices, since detailed meshes are often obtained by using a

modeling system or range scanning system. It is expensive to store and transmit the

original mesh [1]. In addition, different resolutions of original mesh need to be

generated for different rendering requirements such as levels of details technique

(LOD). LOD technique is to define several resolution meshes of an object and use

different detailed mesh by the distance between the object and the viewer. Although

it can improve rendering performance, it is inefficient to store all LOD levels at the

same time [2, 3].

To address these problems, the progressive mesh compression method is

introduced. It transforms an original mesh into a sequence of multi-resolution

representations. It allows transmission and rendering of different LOD levels by

recovering from the sequence of representations [4].
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Figure 1.1 Vsplit and ecol transformation

Hoppe [5] first introduced the concept of progressive mesh with a new mesh

representation called Progressive Mesh (PM). The PM is generated by applying a

sequence of edge-collapse (ecol) transformations. As shown in Figure 1.1, an ecol

transformation is to unify two or more vertices into a single vertex. The vertex Vt and

Vs are merged into vertex V’. Thus, the original densest mesh Mn can be simplified

into a sequence of coarser meshes (Mn-1, Mn-2, ..., M0, M0 is the coarsest mesh).

01 011)M̂( MMM ecolecolecoln n     

Figure 1.2 PM representation: vsplit and ecol

A PM representation can preserve not only the geometry of the original mesh, but

also its overall appearance [5]. According to the ecol transformations result, an

arbitrary triangle mesh Mn can be reconstructed from M0 by a sequence of vertex-

split (Vsplit) transformations as shown in Figure 1.2. For example, mesh M’s PM

representation is (M0,{Vsplit0,..., Vsplitn-1}).

Hoppe’s PM representation provides the basic principles of a PM representation

method. Moreover, Morán [6] clarified a detailed hierarchy and coding algorithm. A

series of ecol transformations are applied to simplify the original mesh and the set

partitioning in hierarchical trees (SPIHT) algorithm is applied to code the result PM
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representation details. Since the ecol transformations are randomly applied, the result

mesh will have imbalanced mesh details. Adrien et al. [7] improved Morán’s method

by adding a patch decimation step. The patch decimation step is to apply the ecol

transformation to a set of specific vertices that it can overcome the problem of

imbalanced details. However the selection of the patch is insufficient.

In addition to Hoppe’s ecol transformation, researchers proposed some prediction

schemes to overcome the imbalanced problem and improve the simplification

transformation performance. For instance, the reverse Doo-Sabin subdivision scheme

[8], the reverse Butterfly scheme [9], the linear minimum mean square error (MMSE)

prediction mode scheme [10], the Reverse Modified Loop (RML) scheme [11], etc.

In these schemes, during the ecol transformation process the vertices are eliminated

by the prediction schemes. The prediction schemes are used to calculate the

coordinate position of the vertices to be eliminated and the difference between the

predicted position and original position is retained at the same time. However these

schemes consider more than three related vertices during the prediction process.

Besides, due to the retained difference information it also includes indices of the

neighboring vertices considered in the prediction process that the number of the

vertices will affect the PM storage efficiency. In this research, the √3 subdivision

scheme [12] is introduced as the prediction scheme since the √3 subdivision scheme

just needs to visit three adjacent vertices in the prediction process.

On the other hand, 3D meshes in existing methods are represented by using two

separate lists: vertex and face list. When a simplification transformation is applied to

a specific vertex, face list and vertex list have to be traversed many times to find the

adjacent vertices. To address this time efficiency problem, the half-edge data

structure [13] is introduced to replace the traditional structure during the PM

generation process. The half-edge data structure allows constant time traversal of a

mesh which can significantly reduce the PM generation and reconstructing time. In

this research, we propose a PM representation generation method based on the half-

edge data structure and the √3 subdivision scheme. In this thesis, this proposed

method is named as HER3.

However, it is difficult to evaluate the performance of existing PM

representation methods since each of them states its own claims, comparing itself
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against different methods and using different models and metrics [3]. In addition, the

existing methods in [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] present their work without a detailed

description of their evaluation experiment. Therefore, an experiment is developed to

compare the results of two recently published methods, using prediction scheme

MMSE and RML, with the HER3 method.

1.2 Aims and Objectives

The aim of this research is to propose a new PM representation method based on

the half-edge data structure and the √3 subdivision scheme (HER3) to improve PM

generation efficiency and storage efficiency. In order to evaluate the HER3 method,

a experiment is developed to compare the result of the method with the methods

using MMSE and RML. The overall aim of this research is achieved by the following

sub-objectives:

 Implement the HER3 method based on the half-edge data structure and the √3
subdivision scheme.

 Design and conduct a measurement experiment by measuring PM generation
time and compression ratio to compare the result of the HER3 method with the
methods using MMSE and RML.

1.3 Research Question

RQ: Can the half-edge data structure and the √3 subdivision scheme be used in

PM representation to improve performance in PM generation time and compression

ratio?

To answer this research question, our task has two steps. The first step is to

implement the new HER3 method. In the HER3 method, the half-edge data structure

are used to replace the traditional vertex and face list and the √3 subdivision scheme

is used in the predict process.

Secondly, an experiment is designed to evaluate the result. In this step, three

testing models are preprocessed since the testing models always have missing faces.

Then the HER3 method and the methods using MMSE and RML use the

preprocessed models to build their own PM representations under the same mesh

distortion level. In the end, the PM generation time and mesh compression ratio of
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these three methods are measured. This will allow a comparison to study if the HER3

method can achieve better performance than the other two methods.

1.4 Thesis Organization

Chapter 1 Introduction: This chapter provides an overview of PM

representation methods. Then the aims and objectives, the research question and the

thesis organization are described.

Chapter 2 Related work: In this chapter, the concepts of the traditional meshes

representation, the half-edge data structure, the regular, semi-regular and irregular

mesh and the mesh distortion are given. Then the general PM representation, the

MMSE prediction method and the RML prediction method are described. After that,

a summary of the MMSE and RML methods is presented.

Chapter 3 Method: This chapter starts with the description of the experiment

steps. Then our PM representation method is given by describing the half-edge data

structure and the √3 subdivision scheme.

Chapter 4 Experiment result: In this chapter, the experiment results of the

included methods are presented.

Chapter 5 Analysis: In this chapter, the experiment results are analyzed and the

research question is answered. Then the validity analysis of this research is presented.

Chapter 6 Conclusion and future work: This chapter concludes this research

and gives the possible future work of the HER3 method.
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2 RELATED WORK

In this chapter, we start by introducing the explanation of the terms and concepts

which are the basis of the HER3 method. Then the general procedure of the PM

representation generation and two prediction schemes, MMSE and RML, are

described. In the end, a summary of the MMSE and RML methods is presented.

2.1 Terms and Concepts

2.1.1 Meshes in Computer Graphics

Figure 2.1 Mesh representation

Meshes in computer graphics are always represented by using triangular faces.

As mentioned in chapter 1, the mesh geometry is denoted by vertex list and face list.

As shown in Figure 2.1, the blue triangle is one face in the face list of the mesh

Teddy. The face has an index 110. It has three vertices that the indices of the vertices

point to the position in the vertex list. In the vertex list, three floating vertex

coordinates are stored.
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2.1.2 The Half-Edge Data Structure

Figure 2.2 The half-edge data structure

The half-edge data structure is a slightly more sophisticated boundary

representation than the vertex and face list representation which includes adjacency

information in faces, vertices and edges. In addition, vertex and face information

queries could be performed in constant time [13]. As shown in Figure 2.2, it stores

adjacency information in a half-edge which are the pointers, the faces and the

vertices. The adjacency information includes the pointers to the opposite pair half-

edge (Dark green arrows), the two vertices they touch (Red points), the pointers to

the next half-edge (Pink arrows) and the related face (Gray triangles). In this research,

a half-edge map is constructed by these half-edge data structure pairs. The map

replaces the vertex-face list representation in the PM generation process.

2.1.3 Regular, Semi-Regular and Irregular Mesh
A regular mesh or structured mesh is a mesh whose valence of every vertex is 6.

The valence of a vertex is the number of edges at the vertex. An irregular mesh or

unstructured is a mesh whose valence of every vertex is not equal 6. For a semi-

regular mesh or hybrid mesh, the vertices are with some extraordinary vertices whose

valence is not equal to 6. The irregular mesh cannot be efficiently stored since it

contains irregular relationships between neighboring vertices [14].
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2.1.4 Mesh Distortion
The geometry of a mesh will be distorted after the compression process. The

mesh geometric error is introduced to describe the distortion [26]. It is the sum of all

vertex distance errors between the original mesh and the reconstructed mesh. In this

research, the MeshDev software [15] is used to measure the mesh geometric error by

calculating the geometric error variance.

2.2 PM Representation Method Framework

Figure 2.3 PM procedure: split, predict and update

A PM representation method has three steps to simplify a mesh and generate the

PM representation: Split, predict and update, as shown in Figure 2.3.

The split process is to find vertices to eliminate. The group of vertices to be

eliminated is called odd group, and the other group consists of vertices of coarse

mesh called even group.

The predict process is used to calculate the position coordinate errors before

eliminating the odd vertices. A prediction stencil is applied to determine the

neighboring vertices in the calculation process. With the help of the stencil, a odd

vertex position is predicted by other neighboring even vertices. The difference

between the predicted position and the original position will be saved if the
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difference is larger than a defined threshold. After that, the odd vertices will be

eliminated.

Due to the elimination of the odd vertices, the faces of the dense mesh will be

reorganized. This step is named as the update process. The even vertices will

construct the new faces.

After the new mesh is constructed, one level of PM is generated. Therefore, the

coarse mesh and its error file will be saved. The coarse mesh will be saved in the

traditional vertex list and face list. Each item in the error file contains related even

vertex indices, original vertex index and predicted coordinate errors, as shown in

Table 2-1. The related vertices are determined by the prediction process.

Table 2-1.Error file format
orig_id err_x err_y err_z related_v_id_0 related_v_id_1 ... related_v_id_n

Figure 2.4 PM reconstruction

By repeating the PM generation procedure, a dense mesh can be simplified into a

coarse and a series of error files. The reconstruction process is showed in Figure 2.4.

New vertices will be added to the coarsest mesh M0 by using the previous prediction

scheme, since the new vertices are the odd vertices in M1. The coordinates of the new

vertices are adjusted according to the record in the error file.
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2.3 The MMSE Prediction Method

a) Prediction stencil b) Update
Figure 2.5 The MMSE prediction scheme

In the MMSE prediction method [10], a vertex is categorized into the odd group

when the vertex has the same adjacent vertex structure as xj in Figure 2.5a: Xj,1, Xj,2,

Xj,3 and Xj,4 are odd vertex whose valence is not 6; Xj,4, Xj,5, Xj,6 and Xj,7 are even

vertex whose valence is 6.

The odd vertex position xj is predicted by a linear estimator M
jx̂ by
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The weight vector wj = [wj,0, ..., wj,7] that minimize the mean square error is

given by

jjj CRw 1 (4)

where Rj and Cj is defined in (3).

In Dae-Youn’s research [10], the correlation coefficient ρ in (3) is fixed to 0.997.

The error information of the odd vertex Xj contains the indices of the 4 related

even vertices, Xj,4, Xj,5, Xj,6 and Xj,7, which are kept in the coarse mesh. Meanwhile,

the coordinate difference between the predicted M
jx̂ and xj is saved as well. Every

odd vertex in the error file will be saved in the following format.

orig_id err_x err_y err_z even_0 even_1 even_2 even_3

After eliminating the odd vertices, the even vertices will construct the coarse

mesh. The coarse mesh structure is showed in Figure 2.5b. The original 8 faces are

transformed into two faces (4 to 1 simplification).

2.4 The Reverse Modified Loop Scheme Method

a) Prediction stencil b) Update
Figure 2.6 The reverse modified Loop stencil

The related structure of a odd vertex is showed in Figure 2.6a, Vj is a odd vertex

and Vj,0, Vj,1, Vj,2 and Vj,3 are even vertices.

In the RML scheme method [11], the odd vertex position Vj is predicted by
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where Vj,0, Vj,1, Vj,2, Vj,3 are the 4 neighboring even vertices of odd vertex Vj.

Due to Vj,2 and Vj,3 can be determined if Vj, Vj,0 and Vj,1 are given, the error

information of odd vertex Vj contains two even vertices, Vj,0 and Vj,1, and the

coordinate difference between Vj and Vj’. Therefore every odd vertex in the error file

is saved in the following format.

orig_id err_x err_y err_z even_0 even_1

After the elimination of the odd vertices, the even vertices will construct the

coarse mesh. The coarse mesh structure is showed in Figure 2.6b. The original 8

faces are reduced to two faces (4 to 1 simplification).

2.5 Summary of the Methods

There are some shortcomings in existing prediction schemes:

 Related vertices: Existing PM methods (Doo Sabin [8], reverse butterfly

subdivision [9], MMSE [10], RML [11], etc.) always considers more than

three vertices in the prediction process. To predict the position of a odd vertex,

the MMSE prediction scheme considers 8 vertices while the RML prediction

scheme considers 4. Due to the smoothness of the mesh, the positions between

neighboring vertices are highly related. It is obvious that the MMSE

prediction scheme predicts the odd vertex position more accurately. However,

the number of related vertices will influence the PM generation efficiency

since the queries of the vertices are time consuming. It will also influence the

PM storage efficiency. In the experiment, two recently published PM methods

are included: MMSE and RML since the MMSE method considers the largest

number of related vertices in the prediction scheme in existing methods while

the RML is the least.

 Mesh representation: Most existing methods do not take into consideration the

mesh representation efficiency. During the PM generation process, they use

traditional vertex and face list which is inefficient. Due to the generation
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process contains many queries about adjacent vertices and faces, the vertex-

face list representation cannot perform the result immediately.

Thus, we will propose a new PM representation method that utilizes less related

vertices and replaces the vertex and face list representation. The proposed method

will improve the PM storage and generation efficiency.
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3 METHOD

In this chapter, the experiment details and the HER3 method are described.

3.1 Experiment

In order to evaluate the HER3 method and compare with the methods using

MMSE and RML prediction schemes, an experiment is designed. In this section,

datasets, measurements, experiment procedure and data collection are described.

3.1.1 Datasets

Figure 3.1 “Stanford Bunny”, “Cow” and “Venus Body”

In this research, three testing models, “Stanford Bunny” [16], “Cow” [17] and

“Venus body”[18], are used which are common testing models in the computer

graphics field [19]. According to Sedano’s work [25], the testing models are chose

due to the wide range of characteristics presented by their surfaces. The surface of

the “Stanford Bunny” is full of bumps which has 3,170 vertices and 6,336 faces. The

“Cow” has a range of characteristics such as high curvature and low curvature with

7,954 vertices and 15,904 faces. Most parts of the “Venus Body” are smooth and the

model has 4,754 vertices and 9504 faces.

3.1.2 Measurements
For every testing model, the PM representation generation time and compression

ratio are used to evaluate to the methods using three different prediction schemes.

The measurement of generation time is used in [22] to indicate the PM method

efficiency. The compression ratio is used in [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] to present the

compression performance.
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3.1.3 Experiment Procedure

Figure 3.2 Experiment procedure

For each testing model, the final PM file size and the generation time for all three

methods are calculated by the experiment procedure in Figure 3.2.

Due to that the testing models are neither regular mesh nor semi-regular mesh,

the model preprocessing phase is introduced. In this phase, the ReMESH [21] is used

to convert the testing models to semi-regular mesh.
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Then the three methods build one level of their PM representation. Because of

different vertex eliminating methods, there are different coarse mesh sizes for the

three methods. A target size (30kB) is introduced. If the size of the result mesh,

which is stored in .iv format, is larger than 30kB, one more level of PM will be built.

When the coarsest mesh and the error files of the methods are generated, the

generation time will be calculated. After that, a mesh will be reconstructed from the

coarsest mesh and the error files. The reconstructed mesh is compared to the original

mesh by measuring the mesh distortion. In this research, the distortion is measured

by using geometric error variance calculated by the MeshDev [15]. As a result, if the

variance is larger than 0.005 (no visual difference), all PM levels will be rebuilt, the

generation time will be recalculated and a larger threshold will be set.

In the end, the PM file size is calculated by summing the sizes of the coarsest

mesh and the error files.

3.1.4 Data Collection
In the experiment, for every method the following data items are collected.

 PM generation time of every testing models.

 Distortion threshold of every testing models.

 Coarsest mesh size and error file sizes of every testing models.

3.2 HER3 Method

The basic procedure of the HER3 method is the same as the PM method

description in chapter 2.2. In addition, a half-edge data structure map construction

process is added between the split and predict process. The half-edge map replaces

the mesh representation method in the predict and update process.

3.2.1 Half-Edge Map Construction Process
The original densest mesh is represented by a face list and a vertex list. The half-

edge map construction process is to convert the current face list and vertex list to a

half-edge data structure map. The map has the following data items and methods.
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Figure 3.3 Half-edge data structure map

In this research, we use the container map in C++ standard template library to

save vertex and face information. To construct a half-edge map, the original vertex-

face list is traversed and every edge and its adjacency information are inserted into

the half-edge map at the same time. The map details are showed in Figure 3.3.

3.2.2 Prediction Process
The √3 subdivision stencil is utilized as the predictor to predict the position of an

odd vertex. The error between the predicted position and the original position of an

odd vertex is saved.
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Figure 3.4 The √3 subdivision prediction scheme. o, o1, o2 and o3 are odd
vertices, e1, e2, e3 are even vertices.

In Figure 3.4, the dense mesh is represented by the green edges while the black

edges construct the coarse mesh.

Due to the adjacency information and the fast query time on the half-edge map,

the adjacent edges and vertices information can be obtained easily. If the half-edge

pair {o, e1} is found, e2 will be obtained by method find_third_vert() in previous

section using pair{o, o1}. Similarly, e3 will be obtained by the pairs {o, e1} and {o,

o3}. In this case, four map queries are performed which costs much less time than the

original vertex-face list representation.

After obtaining the positions of e1, e2 and e3, the prediction position o’ is

calculated in Equation (6).

)(
3
1' 321 eeeo  (6)

As shown in Figure 3.4, the black edges indicate the coarse mesh structure. The

original 12 faces are transformed into 4 faces (3-1 simplification).

3.2.3 PM Storage

The coarse mesh will be saved as the previous descriptions in chapter 2.2. The

error information of the odd vertex o contains the indices of the three even vertices,
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e1, e2 and e3, and the coordinate difference between o and o’. Therefore, every odd

vertex in the error file is saved in the following format.

orig_id err_x err_y err_z e1 e2 e3
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4 EXPERIMENT RESULT

In this chapter, the results of the experiment described in chapter 3 are given.

Based on these results, we can evaluate the HER3 method and answer the research

question.

4.1 Experiment Setup

The experiment environment is as follows:

 CPU: Intel Core i5-2410 @ 2.30GHz
 RAM: 4.00 GB
 OS: Windows 7 64bit
 Development tool: Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 Express

4.2 Designed Experiment Result

4.2.1 Model Preprocessing

After using ReMESH, the details of the processed testing models are listed in

Table 4.1. The mesh is saved in .ply (Polygon File Format) format.

Table 4.1: Preprocessing result
Mesh Name File Size (kB) Face Num Vertex Num
Stanford Bunny 203 6336 3170

Cow 520 15904 7954
Venus Body 308 9504 4754

4.2.2 MMSE Prediction Method
The experiment results of the MMSE prediction method are listed in Table 4.2. In

Figure 4.1.1 shows the PM result of the “Stanford Bunny”. The red mesh is the

original mesh while the magenta meshes are the two coarser meshes. The errors are

showed as the white lines below the meshes. Figure 4.1.2 is the result of the “Cow”

and Figure 4.1.3 is of the “Venus Body”.

Table 4.2: MMSE prediction method result

Mesh
Name Threshold Build

Level
Coarsest mesh Error File Err size

(kB)
Total

size (kB)
Compression
ratio (%)

Generation
Time (sec)

Size
(kB) Face Vertex Lv. Num Size

(kB)

Bunny 0.035 3 11.6 396 200 0 968 47.1 76.8 88.4 43.5 1.051 647 29.7

Cow 0.030 3 29.6 994 499 0 1290 62.0 98.2 127.8 24.6 6.221 710 36.2

Venus 0.030 3 17.5 594 299 0 764 40.5 61.7 79.2 25.7 2.231 526 21.2
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Figure 4.1.1 The MMSE prediction method result of the“Stanford Bunny”

Figure 4.1.2 The MMSE prediction result of the “Cow”
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Figure 4.1.3 The MMSE prediction result of the “Venus Body”

4.2.3 RML Prediction Method
The results of the RML prediction method are listed in Table 4.3. Figure 4.2.1,

Figure 4.2.2 and Figure 4.2.3 show the PM results of the “Stanford Bunny”, the

“Cow” and the “Venus Body”.

Table 4.3: The RML prediction method result

Mesh
Name Threshold Build

Level
Coarsest mesh Error File Err size

(kB)
Total

size (kB)
Compression
ratio (%)

Generation
Time (sec)

Size
(kB) Face Vertex Lv. Num Size

(kB)

Bunny 0.010 3 12.0 390 210 0 1916 78.9 102.1 114.1 56.2 0.591 589 23.2

Cow 0.005 3 23.9 825 415 0 2425 102.0 158.4 182.3 35.0 3.191 1385 56.4

Venus 0.005 3 16.8 579 290 0 1859 77.3 111.8 128.6 41.8 1.181 864 34.5
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Figure 4.2.1 The RML prediction method result of the “Stanford Bunny”

Figure 4.2.2 The RML prediction method result of the “Cow”
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Figure 4.2.3 The RML prediction method result of the “Venus Body”

4.2.4 HER3 Method

The results of the HER3 method are listed in Table 4.4. Figure 4.3.1, Figure 4.3.2

and Figure 4.3.3 show the PM results of the “Stanford Bunny”, the “Cow” and the

“Venus Body”.

Table 4.4: The HER3 method result

Mesh
Name Threshold Build

Level
Coarsest mesh Error File Err size

(kB)
Total

size (kB)
Compression
ratio (%)

Generation
Time (sec)

Size
(kB) Face Vertex Lv. Num Size

(kB)

Bunny 0.020 4 10.4 380 190
0 1046 42.1

76.9 83.3 41.0 0.331 658 26.1
2 231 8.7

Cow 0.015 4 17.1 590 297
0 865 36.5

107.8 124.9 24.0 1.091 1219 48.9
2 570 22.4

Venus 0.015 4 15.6 552 278
0 420 17.2

64.4 74.4 24.1 0.551 849 33.8
2 347 13.4
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Figure 4.3.1. The HER3 method result of the “Stanford Bunny”

Figure 4.3.2 The HER3 method result of the “Cow”
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Figure 4.3.3. The HER3 method of the “Venus Body”

4.2.5 Experiment Summary
From the generation time results in Table 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, it is clear that the

HER3 method builds the PM for all three testing models in the shortest time,

although the HER3 method built 4 levels of PM. From the compression ratio results

in Table 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, the HER3 method has the best compression ratio result

among the three methods.
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5 ANALYSIS

In chapter 4, the results of the designed experiment are given. In this chapter, the

analysis of the results is described. Also the assessment of validity of this research is

identified.

5.1 Experiment Analysis

For the research question in chapter 1, based on the experiment results in chapter

4, the HER3 method can have a better performance in PM generation time and

compression ratio compared with the methods using MMSE and RML.

As mentioned in chapter 2 and 3, the HER3 method is “3 to 1” simplification

while the other two methods are “4 to 1” simplification. For a same mesh, the HER3

method need to build one or more levels than the other two methods to have the same

order of magnitude of the coarsest mesh file size.

Although the three models have different numbers of faces and vertices, the

generation time of the HER3 method increases slightly as the vertex number and face

number increases, whereas the other two methods vary significantly. This is because

during the predict process, the half-edge data structure map can reduce unnecessary

vertex and face queries compared to the vertex and face list representation. The

information query process performs in constant time and the time efficiency is linear

in the number of edges in a model [13].

For the “Stanford Bunny”, which is full of bumps, the generation time of the

three methods range from 0.33s to 1.05s. The bumps influence the compression ratio

significantly. The model has the least number of vertices and faces but with the worst

performances in compression ratio of the three methods. The results are consistent

with the researches in [7] and [25].

For both the generation time and the compression ratio, the HER3 method is

significantly better than the RML prediction method. Although the HER3 method

builds 4 levels of PM, its total number of the saved odd vertex is much less than the

RML prediction method.

On the other side, the HER3 method is slightly better than the MMSE prediction

method. In the HER3 method, the total number of the saved odd vertex is greater
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than the MMSE method. This is because the MMSE prediction scheme considers

more neighboring vertices (8 vertices) to predict the odd vertex that it can more

accurately predict odd vertex position than the √3 subdivision scheme method and

less odd vertices will be saved. However, the coarsest mesh file size of the HER3

method is relatively smaller than the MMSE method since the √3 subdivision scheme

method builds more levels and eliminates more vertices. Only three adjacent vertex

indices are saved in the √3 subdivision prediction scheme while there are 4 in the

MMSE prediction. Thus, the HER3 method can achieve a better compression ratio

result.

5.2 Assessment of Validity

5.2.1 Internal Validity

Internal validity concerns the relationship between the experiment treatments and

the experiment result [19]. In this research, the experiment result is affected by the

testing environment. Due to the existing methods always state their own experiment

result by using different testing environment [10, 11]. If the testing environments of

the MMSE and the RML prediction scheme methods are not the same as the HER3

method’s testing program, the experiment result is invalid. Thus, in this research, the

MMSE and the RML prediction scheme method are implemented in the same code

framework as the HER3 method. Then the experiment is conducted on the same

testing environment.

5.2.2 External Validity

External validity concerns whether the outcome of the experiment can be

generalized to other situations [19]. In this research, the outcome is determined by

the testing 3D models. Although 3D models can have a variety of shapes and sizes,

the three testing models are from the list of the testing models which are commonly

used in 3D graphics field and have different range of characteristics presented by

their surfaces.

5.2.3 Construct Validity

Construct validity concerns the relationship between the research objectives and

the measurements [19]. In this research, PM generation time and compression ratio
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are two metrics for evaluating the methods. PM generation time indicates the PM

generation time efficiency from the original mesh to the coarsest mesh. It is used in

[22]. Compression ratio determines the PM storage efficiency and it is the main

metrics of PM representation used in [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Furthermore, due to the

different simplification schemes of the testing methods, the experiment is designed

to evaluate the results fairly.
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6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this research, we propose a new PM representation method based on the half-

edge data structure and the √3 subdivision scheme. It takes advantages of the half-

edge data structure to answer the adjacent information queries during the PM

generation process and use the √3 subdivision as the prediction stencil. By using this

new method, PM generation time and PM storage space are reduced.

An experiment is designed to compare our HER3 method with two different PM

representation method which have different prediction scheme: the MMSE prediction

and the RML prediction. The experiment result shows that the HER3 method has the

best performance in both PM generation time and mesh compression ratio.

There are limitations of our research. Due to the computing power performance

of the experimental computer, the sizes of the testing models are limited under 1 MB.

Also, due to time limitation, the PM result data coding algorithms, which are used in

[6, 7, 9], are not introduced. The coding algorithms can further improve the PM

compression performance.

Thus, further researches need to be done in the future. Firstly, the experiment will

be conducted on more powerful computers to generate PM for larger size of meshes.

Secondly, more 3D models will be obtained to test with the HER3 method. Thirdly,

some coding algorithms such as: zerotrees [22] and EZW [23] will be integrated with

the HER3 method to improve the compression performance.
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